Despite the federal government's strong support for science and higher education, the crisis in Germany's public finances is starting to take its toll, as cash-poor states prepare to cut university budgets.
In the state of Schleswig-Holstein last week, thousands rallied in the capital, Kiel, to protest against the imminent closure of the medical school at the University of Lübeck. "We will have to stop the enrolment of medical students as from the winter term 2011, " says Rolf Hilgenfeld, a structural virologist at the university. "This is outrageous. " And researchers in Lübeck and elsewhere fear worse is to come.
The federal government has spared national agencies, such as the German Research Funding Council (DFG), from the multi-billion-euro cuts in public spending announced last month. But many of the states, which fund the universities, are struggling to keep financing at current levels. The Hesse government, for example, last month announced university budget cuts of €30 million (US$37 million) a year over the next five years. Universities in Saxony are facing similar cuts.
In Schleswig-Holstein, the government announced in May that it will cut public expenditure by €125 million a year to close a looming budget deficit. Science and higher education will be hit hard. From 2015, the University of Lübeck will lose €24 million a year -30% of its total budget -which scientists there say will not only close the medical school but threaten the university's very existence.
The University of Lübeck also hosts a graduate school for computing in medicine and life sciences, and is part of a €35-million 'excellence cluster' in medical research on inflammation, both funded by the federal government. Both programmes are likely to be discontinued, says university president Peter Dominiak.
The proposed cuts have to be approved by the state parliament, which is expected to vote in December. But some scientists are already preparing to leave. "The university will be damaged to such an extent that for me it makes no sense to stay, " says Jan Born, a neuroscientist who earlier this year received a €2.5-million Leibniz prize, Germany's most prestigious scientific award, for his research on sleep and memory.
The heads of the DFG and of the German Rectors' Conference (HRK), the state universities association, are concerned over the Lübeck cuts. "This … is a misstep with far-reaching negative consequences, " Margret Wintermantel, president of the HRK, wrote to Peter Harry Carstensen, the Christian Democrat prime minister of Schleswig-Holstein, "not only for the University of Lübeck but for SchleswigHolstein and Germany at large. "
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Quirin Schiermeier
University cuts are out of step with federal government's bid to spare research.
German states wield the axe
Slashed university budgets bring protesters out onto the streets of Kiel, Germany.
As the United Kingdom grinds through its worst recession in decades, British researchers have revealed ambitious plans for a massive biomedical science complex in central London.
The UK Centre for Medical Research and Innovation (UKCMRI) is the most significant scientific development in Britain "for a generation", says Paul Nurse, Nobel-prizewinning cell biologist and chair of the project's scientific planning committee. "If we get this right, it will send a message to the rest of the world that the UK is serious about science," says Nurse.
Detailed plans for the building, which will be located near London's St Pancras International station and house 1,500 staff, were unveiled last week. The open-plan design reflects what Nurse calls his "somewhat unusual" ambitions for how research will be carried out. To encourage collaboration, Nurse says that the centre will forgo traditional academic departments for multidisciplinary 'interest groups' that are set up by the researchers themselves. Nurse hopes that the different teams will essentially drive their own research programmes.
The grandiose plan will not come cheap. On top of construction costs of £600 million (US$890 million), the centre will cost £100 million per year to operate. The stiff price tag comes at a difficult time for several of the project's backers. The UK Medical Research Council (MRC), which will pay roughly half the construction costs, is expected to have its funding squeezed in the coming government budget, and University College London (UCL), which will contribute £46 million to the building, has recently made voluntary redundancies in preparation for tight times ahead.
The new UK coalition government recently announced that it will pay its portion of the project on a year-by-year basis instead of as a single lump sum, but both the MRC and UCL say that they remain fully committed to the project. Plans for the new facility will be submitted to local authorities in August and, if approved, construction could begin early next year. The centre will be among the largest in the world. 
